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Abstract- In this paper we consider the problem of the optimal
quantum unambiguous detection between two mixed quantum
states. More specifically, we consider two mixed quantum states
of rank 2 which lie in a Hilbert space of dimension 4. Using
duality theory we explicitly characterize the optimal measure-
ment operators. Furthermore, as a by-product of our framework
we obtain a closed form solution of unambiguous discrimination
between a pure and a mixed quantum state.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum unambiguous detection is a somewhat recent ap-
proach in distinguishing among a collection of quantum states.
It was initially introduced in [1] and further considered in
[2],[3]. The main idea was to allow for an inconclusive result
of the measurement procedure. In return, if the measurement
produces an answer then that answer is correct with probability
1. An interesting variation of this approach is maximization of
the probability of correct detection ([9],[10]). This approach
attracted significant attention in the last several years (for a
recent survey on the topic see e.g. [5]).
Bounds on the efficiency (the maximum probability of
correct detection) of unambiguous discrimination and con-
ditions for achieving them in different scenarios were stud-
ied in [15],[7],[16],[14],[12]. Applications of semi-definite
programming in finding the optimal measurement operators
were considered in [8],[18],[17]. In this paper, we restrict
ourselves to a specific case of unambiguous discrimination
of two mixed quantum states. A special case of this problem,
when one of the states is pure and the other one is mixed,
was solved analytically in [4]. Additionally, in [7] a bound
on maximal probability of correct detection in the case of
unambiguous discrimination of two general mixed states was
derived. Furthermore it was shown that the bound is tight in
the case when one of the states is pure, thus matching the
result of [4] obtained in the context of quantum filtering. In
[6] the authors derive an analytical solution for unambiguous
discrimination of a special class of two mixed states. Namely,
the authors analyze the case when two mixed states are
uniformly mixed, i.e. when their representations in Jordan
bases correspond to their spectral representations. In [13]
another special case of two quantum states connected by
a unitary transformation is linked to the previous one and
solved analytically as well. However, in the most general case,
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analytically solving the unambiguous discrimination of two
mixed states still remains a very difficult task. It is interesting
to note that in [11], the authors showed that the problem
of unambiguous discrimination of any two mixed states can
always be reduced to the problem of distinguishing two states
of rank d that lie in a 2d-dimensional Hilbert space. It should
also be noted that in [6], the authors emphasized the incredible
difficulty of solving that problem for an arbitrary d, while still
believing that the case when d = 2 may be within the reach.
In this paper we solve the problem when d = 2.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Assume that we have two quantum states P1 and P2.
Further, assume that their rank is 2 and that they lie in a
4-dimensinal Hilbert space. The quantum unambiguous detec-
tion technique assumes the existence of three measurement
operators {IHi,O < i < 2} that satisfy
Hli = Hl* >O, O< i < 2; ?2 Iij = I. (1)
As usual Tr(pjIHi), i > 0 represents the probability that if
the system is prepared in state pj the detected state is pi.
Since unambiguous discrimination doesn't allow for incorrect
detection it must hold
1 < i,j < 2, i f j. (2)
From (2) it is clear that the eigenvectors of Hll have to be
in the null space of P2 and the eigenvectors of H2 have to
be in the null space of p1. Let 02 be the matrix whose
column represents an orthonormal basis of the null space of p1,
and analogously 01 be the matrix whose columns represent
an orthonormal basis of the null space of P2. Clearly, 61,
02 are 4 x 2 matrices. Using the introduced matrices 0's
we can represent the measurement operators of interest as
Hi = EiAiE*,i 1, 2, where Ai = A* > 0 and the A's are
of the corresponding dimensions. It is then easy to see that
maximizing the probability of correct detection is equivalent
to solving (see e.g. [13], [6],[7],[18])
2
max ZpiTr(pi6iAi\i))
A1 A1 >,A2 A2 0 i=1
subject to 61A1071 + 62A262* <-I (3)
where pi, 1 < i < 2 is the a priori probability that system was
prepared in state i. As shown in [18] the dual of the previous
1-4244-1429-6/07/$25.00 ©2007 IEEE
Tr(pjflji) = ():
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primal problem can be written as
min
z=z*
subject to
Tr(Z)
6*(Z-pj0>.O 1<i<2
Z > O.
Denoting by Di = pipiOi = 1, 2 we get the following
formulation of the dual problem
min
z=z*
subject to
Tr(Z)
WZE) > Dj, 1 < i < 2;
Z > O. (4)
In order to solve (3) we will first solve the dual problem and
then find the solution of the primal based on the conclusions
about the optimality conditions given in [18].
III. THE DUAL PROBLEM
It is easy to see that the problem in (4) is equivalent to
min
Z=Z* ,MlI,M2
subject to
Tr(Z)
17z01
Z2
Z > 0.
D1 + mlml
D2 + m2m2
where ml, m2 are 2 x 2 matrices. Denote by 021 a 4 x 2
matrix such that [0)2 621] [62 02] = I and by F and
E 2 x 2 matrices such that 01 = 62F + 21E. Since, Z is
Hermitian we can write Z = AA* where A is some 4 x 4
matrix (it can in fact be shown that in case of optimal Z, A
can even be represented as 4 x 2 matrix). Then the second
constraint in (5) becomes
02AA*0)2 = D2 +m2m (6)
From (6) we get
A 062 D2 + m2m2K + E21S (7)
where K is a 2 x 4 matrix such that KK* = I, V/D2 + m2m2
is any positive square root of the Hermitian matrix D2 +
m2m2, and S is any 2 x 4 matrix. From the first constraint in
(5) we have
O7AA*Oi = Di + mlm*
and
E)1A = V/D1 + m1mT*L (8)
where L is a 2 x 4 matrix such that LL* I, and
-D1 + ml-mf is any positive square root of the Hermitian
matrix D1 + mTmn*. Using the representation of 01 given
earlier and A obtained in (7) we have
07A (02V22/D2+ m2m2K + 2S)
F* D2 +m2m2K+E*S
Now, replacing result from (9) in (8) we get
F * D2+ m2mK + E*S = VD1 + m1mTnL (10)
From now on, in order to avoid tedious discussion of degener-
ative low rank cases we will assume that E is invertible. Then
from (10) we easily have
S = E-*VDim+ imj L F-E*F* V/D2 + m2m2K (11)
Using the expression for S form (11) we have
TrZ = TrSS* + Tr(D2 + m2m2*)
= Tr(E-*(Di +mjm*)E-1)
- Tr(E`*VD1 + mimT*LK* D2 + m2m2FE 1)
- Tr(E*F*VD2+Am2m2KL* Di +vmimE 1)
+ Tr(E-*F*(D2 + m2mT2)FE- 1)
+ Tr(D2 + m2m2) (12)
Let W = VD2 + m2m2FE- E-* yDi + mTml* . Then, it
is straightforward to see that L and K such that
1
LK* = W* /W*) (13)
minimize the right side of the previous expression. Then
solving (5) is equivalent to solving
min g(ml,m2)
ml,M2
(14)
where
g(ml,m2) = Tr(E-*(Di + mlm*) 1) - WW*
+ Tr(E-*F*(D2 + m2m2)FE-1) + Tr(D2 + m2m2)
W = VD2 + m2m FF 1E -*D1 + m1ml.
Let inl, m2 be the optimal solutions of (14) and let A1, A2
be the optimal solutions of (3). In the following section we
show how from inl, m2 and the optimality conditions derived
in [18] A1 and A2 can be found.
IV. OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS
Let Z be the optimal solution of (5). Then the optimality
conditions from [18] read as
(07Z01 D1)Al
(0Z62 -D2)A2
z2z01&l07
= mJmJ \1=
= m2m2*A2 =0
Z62A26* = 0-
(15)
(16)
(17)
Before solving (17) let us_compute its terms Z, El
Z01,A1E0*, and E2 = Z02A262
El= (62 VD2 + m2m2*K +02S)
(K* /D2 +m2m2*02 + S*02*)
(02F +0 E)Ai(F*02 + E*02 *)
After some computations we get
=02((D2+m2m2*)FAiF*+VD2 + m2m2*KS*EAlF*)62
+02 (SK*vD2 + m2m2*FA,F* + SS*EASF*)062
+02((D2+m2m2*)FA,E*+ D2 + m2m2*KS*EAiE*)62 *
+02 (SK* D2 + m2m2 *FAiE* + SS*EASE*)2)*
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Similarly we have
E2 = (62 D2 + m2m2*K 2S)
(K* VD2 + m2m2062 ± S 2 2)oAo*
and after some computations
E2 = 62(D2+m2m2*)A262+62 SK* D2 + m2m22*A26*
Of course we have also
z = (0)2 /D2 +±m2m2*K ± S)
(K* /D2 + m2m2r2 ±2+5S2 )
and after some computations
z = 02(D2 +± m2m2*)2* ± 02 SS*02 *
+62 D2 + m2m2T*KS* V*SK* D2 + m2m2T1026
Since Z El + E2 then equating the vector coefficients next
to 62621* in Z and E1 + E2 we have
VD2 + m2m2*K(K* D2 + m2m2*F + S*E)AiE*
ND2 + m2m2*KS*
Combining (10) and the previous equation we finally obtain
& = E-1E-*-
VD±+mTml LK* /D2 +m2m2*FE-1E'* (18)
where LK* is a function of in, m2 and is given in (13). In a
similar manner equating the vector coefficients next to 6262
we have
A2
-1
I- D2±+m2m2* K(K* /D2 +m2m2*F +S* E) iA, F*
=
-+/D2±+Tm2m2* KL*VTD+±mmlTi`*AiF* (19)
where KL* = (LK*)* and LK* is given in (13). Clearly,
given inl,i2, A1 and A2 can be obtained from equations
(18) and (19). In the following section we determine MlnM2,
Al1, and A2-
V. SOLVING THE PRIMAL AND DUAL PROBLEMS
It is clear from (3) that A1 and A2 can have different rank.
It is not difficult to see that there are 6 different cases for the
ranks of A1 and A2. In this section we analyze all of them and
provide an explicit characterization of the optimal solutions.
A. Rank-2 A's
If A1 and A2 both have rank 2 then from (15t)and (16) it
easily follows that ml= m2 = 0. Then A1 and A2 can easily
be obtained from (18) and (19).
B. One of A's is zero
These two cases are straightforward. Directly from (3) it
follows that if A2 = 0 then A1 = I. Also if A1 = 0 it easily
follows A\2 = I.
C. One of A's has rank 2, the other rank ]
Without loss of generality we will assume that A1 is of rank
one and A2 is of rank two. The case when A2 is of rank one
and Al is of rank two is completely symmetric.
If A1 is of rank one then from (15) we have that ml is
2 x 1 vector. Furthermore, from (16) we have that m2 = °
Then (14) can be simplified to
min g(mTI) (20)
where
g(mi) = Tr(E-* (D1 +Tmm*)E-1)
-j2DFE -1E*(Di+±mim)E-1E-*F* A92
+ Tr(E-*F* (D2)FE-1) + Tr(D2).
Furthermore, solving (20) is equivalent to solving
minTr(vBv*) 2 v*-Drvv
v
(21)
where S = DT2FE-1, SE-*D E-lS* = UDU* v =
U*SE-*ml, B = U*S-*S-1U, U is a unitary matrix and
D is diagonal matrix. Clearly if v is a solution of (21) then
ml = E*S-'Uv. Without loss of generality we can assume
v= [ V/j, ], vl, v2 are real, and v1 >0,V2 > 0. Further,
let B b11- b2] D [ d and b12[->0
After some algebraic transformations (21) can be written as
min vibil + v2b22 + 2vivbl2 cos( +5)
V1 ,V2 4
-2 /d +d2 ± v + v2 + 2 ± v2d1 ± did2. (22)
Let v1i, v2, q be the optimal solution of (22). Then clearly,
q 3- + w and (22) becomes
mil vibl + v2b22 2 v2b12
V1 ,V2
-2 /di ±d2+±v ±v2 +±2 vd2±v2d1 ±d1d2. (23)
Quite remarkably it can be shown that the previous problem
is convex. Hence the optimal solution can be found after
derivation. Let x = di+ d2 +vl +v2,y = vid2 +v2di + did2,
and L = vibil +v2b22-2 /vv2bl2- 2x+ 2 . Then we
have
&v1
1 ± d2
bi --+vT&1vjjj-D/-b2x±-2vy,
1 ± di
b22 vijv~/2bij-i/ Vx±+2 /y-
0
0. (24)
Let k = . After some algebraic transformations from (24)
we obtain
(k)- 4 d2 (b22- bl2/k) - dl(bll-k012)Yk) bl- kbl2- (b22- bl2/k)
Vl = (h(k)2- did2)j(d2±+ k2di). (25)
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Replacing (25) in (24) we finally have
1 + d2
7- 77 h(k)Ill 1- 12
di + d2 + (1+ k2) h(k)2did2 + 2h(k)Id2+k2d,
0.
(26)
ink=M ~ ~ ~ ~ 42 -b22~±zLet mink minfl-b22 + +/(bj- b22)2 + 4b12' d
/(bi b22d2)2 + 4b 2 d2 } and maXk max{-b22 +
(bi b22)2-+-4bl22, b22 d2 + (bi b22d2 + 4b2 d2}.
Since k > 0 and h(k) > 0, it can be shown that op-
timal k is the unique solution of (26) from the interval
[bll+mink bll+maxk ]. This solution can then easily be ob-
tained (e.g. using bisection method). Then vi can be ob-
tained from (25). Finally, we have v2 = k2v,, mT =
E*S 1U [ and A1, A2 from (18), (19). This
concludes the case when one of A's is of rank 1 and the other
one is of rank 2.
D. Both A's are rank ]
When A1 and A2 are rank one we solve directly the primal
problem given in (3). Let A1 = 619* and A2 = 2R2. Then
(3) becomes
max
61,62
subject to
Tr(6*D6i0) + Tr(QD262)
61616*6* + 62626*6* < I
It is not difficult to show that for optimal 61 and 62 holds
26*66161 = 0 and 6*>1 = 6*92 = 1. Let WE)1 = PEQ*
where PP* = QQ* = I and E [1/0ui 1/U2] Let
si = Q*61, 82 P*62, and let s2 be unit norm vector
such that s*s =0. Further, let 82 =[ <
a < 1. Then it easily follows that s = - 1s2 where
( l+s2l* *E =182 1/ o-a2(o 2). Let
M
-*Q*DQE-1 [ P2e2*D2P
[M12e MYi22
Edi2eJ,i d22 i12 > 0, and d12 > 0. After some
algebraic transformations (27) can be written as
mil(l- a2) + m22a2 a2di, (1 -a2)d22
0<a<l,V 0-2 2 2 --m-2)
+2d,2 a2 a4cos/(0+7y)
(28)
The optimal e can be given as cos = ci/ +, cl
2m=12 COS 2n12 y'ji2d2COS T2 -~12 a2(o2 _U2),C o2 _a2(2 o2) -2d12Sill '72.-
Then (28) simplifies to max .T(a) (29)
w<ha<
where
.F(a) -mil(l a2) + m22a2 a2di, + (1
u-
2
a2 2 2)
a2)d22
± a2 4f2 a2m12 2d12 cOs 7)2 + 4dl2 sin2
and'y T= '1y-72. Further, let z = =2= 1 _( a2(2 _ o2)).
Then (29) can be transformed to
max
max{vT2 2 } - mint vT2, T2}
F(Z) (30)
where
,F(z) = (mTu + m22)Z
(d,- mllz)(7 lj-1/z) + (d22 -m22z)(l/z-o(2)
+ 2 2(12 - o22
+ (2
-(2 j(2m22z 2d2 COS y)2 + 4d2 sin y.
(31)
To find a solution to (30) we differentiate (31).
2 2an _ m220-1 Tnm112 + d1- d22 + 1 x
Oz o-2 o2 + +- 2 2X
2)5 2 22 z2( 2 _ 2)z1(d2-d2
m12((c71 + o2) + iMn12 CoS 7(0122-2 )2- d12 Z 2
AI(o(J1 )(_2)j(mi2 d2cos T) 2 + d2 sin2T
(32)
Let z be a solution of (32). Then we have a 2 2,
W2 =[ d 2 is a unit vector such that W2*2
0, 61 = QE- 1s /z, and 02 = Ps2. Since in general there
may be several (at most 8) solutions z of (32), we choose
the one which produces 0i and 02 that maximize (3). This
concludes the case of rank 1 A's.
VI. SUMMARY
In this section we summarize the results from the previous
section.
Lemma 1: Let A1 and A2 be the solutions of (3). Further
assume that they are both of rank 2. Then we have
A1 = E-iE-*- D lLK*D2FE-E-*
A2 = - D2 KL*V/iDAF*
where
LK*
/DE-1E-*F* D-2 -D2FE'E *D,E- E-*F* D-2
Proof: Follows from the previous discussion. A
Lemma 2: Let A1 and A2 be the solutions of (3). Further
assume that A1 is of rank 2 and A2 = 0. Then we have
A1 = I,A2 = 0.
Similarly if A2 is of rank 2 and A1l 0 we have
A1 = 0,A 2 =I.
Proof: Follows from the previous discussion. A
Lemma 3: Let A1 and A2 be the solutions of (3). Further
assume that A1 is of rank 1 and A2 is of rank 2. Then
A1 and A2 are given by (18) and (19) respectively, where
ml E*S 1U [ J(-Jo±)] v2 = k2v1, k is the unique
solution of (26) from the interval [bii+mink bllI+maxk]
2=()+ hiand2b12
v1j (h(k)2- d1d2)j(d2 k2dj), h(k) is as introduced
264
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in (25), E, S, U, 3, bil, b12 are as introduced below (21), and
mink, maXk are as introduced below (26).
Proof: Follows from the previous discussion. U
If A1 is of rank 2 and A2 is of rank 1 then they can be
determined in a similar fashion. However, since this case is
completely symmetric to the one that we have already analyzed
in the interest of saving the space we omit its analysis here.
Lemma 4: Let A1 and A2 be the solutions of (3). Further
assume that they are both of rank 1. Then A1 = 0i and
A2 6262 where 62 = Ps2, W2 [1 a , aa
2ui 1 / ,2 = QE 1s2l , S2 iS a unit vector such that
W2*W2 0, P, Z, Q are as defined below (27), 9 is as defined
below (28), and z is solution of (32) which produces 61,62
that maximize (3).
Proof: Follows from the previous discussion. d
We unify the previous lemmas in the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Let A1 and A2 be the solutions of (3). Then
they correspond to those A1 and A2 from the previous lemmas
which maximize (3).
Proof: First we note that the ranks of A1 and A2 can
be at most 2. It is also easy to see that the cases when sum of
their ranks is less than 2 can never happen. Hence there are
only 6 cases left and they are all covered by previous lemmas.
Which of these 6 cases is solution is determined according
to the value of the objective in (3) that they produce. The
one which produces the largest value of objective in (3) is the
solution. This ends the proof. A
VII. UNAMBIGUOUS DISCRIMINATION BETWEEN PURE
AND MIXED STATE
In this section we briefly look at the unambiguous discrim-
ination between a pure and a mixed state. This problem was
also considered earlier in [4]. Here we provide solution based
on the framework developed earlier in the paper. The problem
formulation is again as in (3), i.e.
2
= >max2=A*,0 Z piTr(pi6iAi\i). (33)
However, the dimensions of the matrices 0), 62, A1, A2 are
now different. Namely, 62 is an (I + 1) x 1 unit norm vector,
01 is a (I + 1) x I matrix such that WE), = I, A1 is I x I
hermitian positive semi-definite matrix, A2 is a positive scalar.
As earlier Di = Wpipi6i,I = 1, 2, and F = 6*60.(Note
that now D2 is a scalar and F is a row vector.) Mimicking
the procedure given earlier in the paper the following theorem
can be proved.
Theorem 2: Let A1 and A2 denote the solution of (33).
Then it holds
= D2 +m2m2*F( i[ l l)F* F*F1-FF*
i\1 A/F(Di +mmil*)F* + FF*
/D2 +m2m2* (1 -FF*) 1-FF*
where ml and m2 are depending on the values D1,D2,and F
given as
{ ml= O, m2 = VFDiF* -D2, D2 < FDiF*
AD2(FF*) 2 FD1F F D^D >FD?1]FTh, =FF ,m 0, 2 (F*2
Tml = 0,m2 = 0, otherwise
Proof: Omitted. U
It is not difficult to check that the solution given in Theorem
2 matches the one obtained in [4] in the context of quantum
filtering.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We considered the problem of distinguishing unambigu-
ously between two general mixed quantum states of rank
2. We provided an explicit analytical characterization of the
optimal measurement operators. Additionally, using the de-
veloped framework we derived an analytical solution for the
unambiguous discrimination of a pure and a mixed quantum
state.
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